Registration

Developed by Dr. William Morris,
it is also known as the
"acupuncturist's pulse diagnosis”

$250 deposit or full payment required on registration,
with all payments being finalized by the 1st October
2019. Registrations cancelled will be refunded less
20% of the full fee, with no refunds for cancellations
up to 2 weeks prior.

□ Foundations (2 day) 9/10th November
□ Foundations/Advanced (3 day)
□ Advanced Only (1 day)
Full Name:
Address:

NEOCLASSICAL
PULSE DIAGNOSIS

Mobile:
Email:
Student ID No.:
Newly released book by Thomas Richardson

Prof. Assoc. No.:

Prices

Credit Card Details

2 DAY FOUNDATIONS (Nov 9/10)
□ $545 Full Rate
□ $495 Professional Association Member Rate
□ $445 Student (Full Time - Undergraduate)
3 DAY FOUNDATIONS & ADVANCED (Nov 9-11)
□ $745 Full Rate
□ $695 Professional Association Member Rate
□ $595 Practitioners Previously Attended
□ $645 Student (Full Time – Undergraduate)

Card Name:
Card Number:
Expiry Date:
Amount:

www.radiantchi.com.au/events
www.facebook.com/radiantchi
www.instagram.com/radiantchi

□ $275 Full Rate

Venue
Duxton Hotel
1 St Georges Terrace Perth

Presented by
Thomas Richardson

Signature:

1 DAY ADVANCED ONLY (Nov 11)

AACMA Accredited CPD: 6.5pts/day

Extraordinary Vessels
and the Six Channels

Contact
For more information contact Natalie Bailey or
visit the website events page. Direct debit
available, please request details.
M: 0405 657 626 E: natalie@radiantchi.com.au

Perth
November 2019
Foundations:
Saturday & Sunday 9-10th
Advanced:
Monday 11th

What will you learn?
Foundations
In this 2-day seminar, practitioners will learn and
practice pulse diagnosis methods that identify
involvements of the eight extraordinary vessels
and the six channels, as well as the Compass
Method for finding five-element imbalances with
the organs.

What is Neoclassical
Pulse Diagnosis?
Neoclassical Pulse Diagnosis is a powerful system
of pulse diagnosis that is deeply rooted in the
classics (especially the Mai Jing). This method was
developed by Dr. William Morris and it is a
systematic integration of classical anatomical
approach to pulse taking along with channel-based
methods of assessment.
Neoclassical Pulse Diagnosis is based on an
understanding of complementary positions and
spatial correlations of the individual pulse
positions. It allows one to diagnose channel
involvements (Extraordinary Vessels, 6-channel)
as well as various temporal cycles (Ying Qi and Wei
Qi cycles) and five-element imbalances.
Some have called it an ‘acupuncturist’s pulse
diagnosis,’ as it can accurately diagnose channel
imbalances. Once proficient in this system, the
pulse can guide one immediately to a specific
acupuncture point that will not only bring balance
to the pulse, but also instantly shift the patient’s
experience - whether by decreasing pain,
increasing range of motion, changing their internal
state of consciousness, or bringing about other
noticeable shifts.

•

•

•

The Extraordinary Vessels are transystemic and can be used to treat almost
any condition and are particularly useful
in cases of trauma and overwhelm.
The Six Channels are extremely effective
for treating musculoskeletal issues and
can also be used to address internal
organ disorders.
The Compass Model is used to balance
the 5 phase energies in a given individual
organ.

Advanced Workshop*
Building on the knowledge and the techniques
introduced in the Foundations workshop.
Practitioners will progress and advance their
knowledge of Neoclassical Pulse Diagnosis.
•

How to identify and treat blockages in
the Ying Qi and Wei Qi cycle. These
methods are clinically useful for
addressing insomnia and sleep issues,
allergies and Wei Qi issues, as well as
pain that comes and goes throughout the
day or night.

* Attendees must complete the foundations
workshop before attending the advanced course.

About Thomas
Thomas Richardson is a Licensed Acupuncturist, a
board-certified Diplomate of Oriental Medicine, as
well as a scholar and teacher of Acupuncture and
Oriental Medicine.
Thomas was mentored closely by William Morris,
PhD, DOM, LAc, a world leading expert and scholar
on pulse diagnosis. He is one of a very few students
authorised by Dr. Morris to teach the system of
Neoclassical Pulse Diagnosis. Thomas completed a
Master of Theological Studies at Harvard Divinity
School. His research focused on connections
between Buddhism, Daoism, and medicine, as well
as trauma, storytelling, and healing.
While attending Harvard, Thomas was on the
faculty of the New England School of Acupuncture.
Thomas currently resides in Boulder, CO, where he
has his clinical practice and is on the faculty at
Southwest Acupuncture College. He has recently
released a book, Extraordinary Chinese Medicine.

